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Abstract
Performance management is a critical component of organizational success, and new performance management models have arisen in Indian enterprises throughout the years. This analytical examination looks at some of these new models and how they affect organizational performance. The review uses scholarly publications and data to give insight into the numerous performance management models used by Indian firms, such as the Balanced Scorecard, 360-degree feedback, and Objective and Key Results (OKR) frameworks. The paper also analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of various models, as well as suggested topics for further research.
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Introduction
Performance management is a vital process in businesses that involves creating objectives, assessing performance, and delivering feedback to staff. The ultimate purpose of performance management is to increase organizational performance by matching individual and team objectives with the general objectives of the business. Innovative performance management strategies have arisen in Indian firms in recent years, with the goal of increasing employee performance and generating corporate success. Adoption of novel performance management techniques has become increasingly crucial in India due to the country's fast rising economy, which has resulted in higher rivalry and a stronger emphasis on performance. Indian firms face issues such as a skilled workforce scarcity, talent retention, and the desire to increase production and efficiency. New performance management models provide a solution to these issues by giving a more complete and effective method to controlling employee performance.

The Balanced Scorecard is one of the most extensively used performance management frameworks in Indian enterprises. Kaplan and Norton established this approach in the early 1990s, and it incorporates the use of several performance indicators to analyse organizational effectiveness. The Balanced Scorecard framework is divided into four categories: financial, customer, internal processes, and learning and growth. The methodology enables firms to assess performance from several perspectives and discover opportunities for improvement. The 360-degree feedback technique is another new type of performance management used by Indian enterprises. This technique entails gathering feedback from a variety of sources, including as
peers, subordinates, superiors, and customers, in order to offer a thorough appraisal of employee performance. The 360-degree feedback technique is very effective for finding areas for growth and giving employees a more comprehensive awareness of their strengths and flaws. Another performance management methodology that has gained traction in Indian enterprises is the Objective and Key Results (OKR) framework. OKRs entail creating clear, quantifiable, and time-bound goals and measuring progress towards them. The framework is intended to link individual and team goals with corporate goals, and it is especially beneficial in fast-paced, dynamic contexts. While these novel performance management strategies have various benefits, they also have limits. The Balanced Scorecard methodology, for example, might be hard and time-consuming to adopt, but the 360-degree feedback technique can be biased and may not always yield correct ratings. The OKR paradigm may also be difficult to execute, particularly in hierarchical companies.

To recapitulate, in Indian firms, novel performance management approaches have arisen to increase organizational performance by aligning individual and team goals with corporate objectives. In Indian enterprises, the Balanced Scorecard, 360-degree feedback, and OKR frameworks are among the most extensively used models. While these models provide major benefits, they also have limits, and more study is needed to discover best practices and possible areas for development.

**Literature Review**

To maintain and/or enhance the organization's ability to be creative and innovative, it is necessary to understand how to design, implement and modify management processes. According to some researchers, management should continually address the needs of the organization that are different in the both early and late phases of the company's life (Davila et al. 2009 and Cardinal 2001). In this case, failure to achieve a good 'competition' for failure to balance calls into question management and innovation (Cardinal et al., 2004). The link between firm performance and innovation has received considerable attention in business management and operations research. Although research results are ambiguous (Cardinal 2001; Tidd 2001), innovation has been shown to provide competitive advantage by creating new products and product features and shorter lifetimes” (Davila 2000: 383) many studies (Adams et al., 2006).

This article's goal is to offer a synopsis of the latest technology and an introduction to its research potential, by providing a review and critical analysis of current research on the connection amidst ‘Management Control’ and ‘Innovation’. Therefore, the following questions are important questions: How does management influence the creativity and innovation of companies? Has the behavior of data management on this link changed in the last 30 years? Which governance structures support or hinder the discovery and use of new knowledge? While these concepts apply to all areas of the organization, this article will focus on for-profit businesses.
On the one hand, knowledge has been shown to be the basis of innovation (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). Coincidence and creativity is a way of working creatively without knowing the purpose of the innovation. Problem solving is another important driver of innovation because creative ideas arise from the need to solve organizational, managerial and operational problems (Tushman 1977; von Hippel 1986). In addition, the high level of competition in a sector directly affects the level of innovation supported by companies operating in that field (Porter 1990). Management systems that facilitate change management, organizational learning and innovation management are widely used by practitioners to create a positive environment for innovation and to establish standard systems (Gieskes and Langenberg 2001).

Current organizational management literature suggests that PMSs play a different and contradictory role in preventing rather than promoting innovation. According to Robert Anthony's concept of management control, PMSs are considered "blockers" of innovation because performance levels inhibit innovation drivers such as ownership eight, employee motivation, and trust. It has been shown to "inhibit innovation" when compared to the experimentation and simplicity required to create new ideas, concepts, products, and processes. In addition to the conflicting views, there is more consensus that PMS and innovation "will coexist" for two main reasons.

Some future research will be based on a review of the existing literature on the role of executive control and executive function in encouraging/limiting innovation efforts. Instead, he argued that authoritarianism stifles creativity. In fact, mainstream literature sees management and creativity as opposite concepts. According to Miles and Snow (1978), planning and management are often associated with conservation-like approaches as they influence the creation of new products or the search for new business opportunities; Both are innovation businesses.

Other studies have found a simple link between management, performance management, and creativity. In fact, Miller and Friesen (1982) suggested that management encourages innovation by identifying the need for additional effort when sales or profits fall below limit values. First, innovation (product, process, management) is considered by type of management (formal or informal, administrative or operational, etc.) to test the hypothesis of the relationship between PMS and innovation, as research results are mixed. Second, new studies on the type of relationship between PMS and innovation (main effects versus intermediate effects) need further research.

Take a comprehensive study that aims to evaluate the relationship between different processes, such as the use of different control systems (Simons 1995), control systems design (Ferreira and Otley 2009), and management acceptance (Abernethy and Bouwens 2005; Cooper et al.). 1992), on the innovation decision that has previously been seen to be influenced by management, for example, usability strategy (Amabile 1997), physical effort (Amabile 1998), and level of experimentation and change (Bonner et al.). Additionally, Porter suggested that certain types of
management, such as those related to cooperation, generate creativity and other types of management (such as management) (Porter 1980).

The increase in the number of publications in recent years indicates the interest in new problems in the field of management (see Adams et al. 2006; Tidd 2001). It is crucial to examine the link between management and innovation. In addition, the analysis shows that the impact of innovation on organizational capabilities (development capabilities and impact capabilities) has been studied in PMS design and implementation. Third, qualitative and quantitative data should be systematically integrated. More research using mixed methods is needed, rather than turning qualitative findings into recommendations for testing in quantitative settings. In addition, longitudinal studies and more comparative studies are needed to evaluate efficacy and increase the generalizability of the results.

It is necessary to understand how to design, implement and modify management systems in order to maintain and/or enhance the organization's ability to be creative and innovative. According to some researchers, management should continually address the needs of the organization that are different in the early stages of the company's life (Davila et al. 2009) than in the later stages of the company's life (Cardinal 2001). In the case, management and innovation are questioned as good 'competition' is not achieved to avoid balance (Cardinal et al., 2004). Fourth, there is a lack of research on the relationship between MCS/PMS and innovation in developed and developing countries. Further research in this context can help identify different processes at work at different job levels.

Objectives of the study:
- To empirically analyze the innovative models of performance management in Indian organizations

Research Methodology:
It is an empirical type of study. 215 respondents were contacted in this study to give their analytical review of innovative models of performance management in Indian organizations. Frequency distribution and pie charts are used for the data analysis and therefore the data was presented.

Data Analysis and Interpretation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Can’t Say</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondents</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% age</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 presents that with the statement monitor progress of employees towards performance targets, it is found that 85.0% of the respondents agree with this statement.
Table 2 Coaching should be frequent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Can’t Say</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondents</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% age</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 presents that with the statement *coaching should be frequent*, it is found that 79.0% of the respondents agree with this statement.

Table 3 Cross-functional workshops should be organized for employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Can’t Say</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondents</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% age</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents that with the statement *cross-functional workshops should be organized for employees*, it is found that 88.0% of the respondents agree with this statement.
Figure 3 Cross-functional workshops should be organized for employees.

Table 4 Recognize and reward performance publicly and frequently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Can’t Say</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondents</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% age</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 presents that with the statement recognize and reward performance publicly and frequently, it is found that 82.0% of the respondents agree with this statement.

Figure 4 Recognize and reward performance publicly and frequently

Table 5 Management should offer actionable feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Can’t Say</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondents</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% age</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 presents that with the statement **management should offer actionable feedback**, it is found that 91.0% of the respondents agree with this statement. Considering all the responses of the statements, it was found that to a good percentage, the respondents have agreed on different analytical review of innovative models of performance management in Indian organizations.

![Figure 5 Management should offer actionable feedback](image)

**Conclusion**

This article reviews current research on the relationship between ‘Performance Management Systems’ and ‘Innovation’ to identify cutting-edge technology and discuss future directions. Current research on organizational management highlights that PMS plays a different and contradictory role in influencing rather than promoting innovation. More study is needed to determine the association between PMS and innovation, paying attention to management style (formal or informal, managerial or business, etc.) and the nature of innovation (product, method, management). There has been minimal study conducted on the link between ‘PMS’ and ‘Innovation’ in developed and developing countries.
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